
Wednesday 6th MAY 2020 KIS Grade 5   (CHECK SEPARATE SPECIALists schedule too!)

Subject (and Time to spend on this activity) Learning outcomes MUST DO How will I know I am successful? Can do… (optional)

Numeracy 30-40 mins.
We have checked up on a lot of your 
geometry work since lockdown began and 
we believe it is time to do the post test on 
the current unit! So the main parts are 
POLYGONS, angles names of shapes 
and their properties as well as a little 
area.   Details of exact requirements are 
on a doc in the materials of Google 
Classroom also released today.

Continue to answer the 
questions on the MATH test 
prep sheet….check IXL, 
Youtube, Khan Academy, 
Google - and other places 
you may know for answers.

Your teacher will answer any 
queries you have individually 
until Thursday.  On that day 
there will be a ZOOM movie to 
watch to Check your 
understanding! Then on Friday 
you will have the google form 
post test!

CAN go back onto 
Khan academy or 
grade 4 IXL and 
practise these type 
of questions to 
revise for the test.

Literacy
30-40 mins
Return to slideshow pages 15 and 16 on 
types of poems- Haiku and Senryu 

Use shared poetry google doc

Write a Haiku or a Senryu. Choose 
your words very carefully and 
remember to count syllables.If writing 
a Haiku write about the natural world, 
if a Senryu try to link to our work on 
rules this week.

Check the given structure.
Feedback from your teachers 
will be given

Organise the citations 
you have collected 
from your poems into 
a bibliography and 
place this at the end 
of your anthology

UOI  50 mins.  How we organise ourselves. Design your own Governments and Countries - Pandemic Crisis Project - See Google 
Classroom for the Assignment task. Continued… ATL(skills) Priorities: Research Skills: Formulating Questions, Planning, Organizing. Thinking Skills: 
Acquisition of knowledge, Comprehension, Analysis, Evaluation. Communication Skills: Reading, Writing. Self-Management Skills: Fine Motor Skills, Time 
Management, Informed choices    Learner Profiles:     Principled Balanced          Key Concepts: Function Connection Responsibility            Attitude: Respect 

LIVE online learning.
Ms Koong’s EAL students will be contacted 
individually

ZOOM Coffee Meeting with Mr Nic, Ms Carole and Ms Rachel for G5 
parents only @ 1pm - link to be sent to email! 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PI68H5RKXiAKTw0cukhqT9Hc17Bzv7f5Lm3SJOyY2Hg/edit#slide=id.g745bdc6b04_0_96

